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Introduction
This game is a game between brothers. As such, we will address

you as a bro in our presence. For this reason, our gameplay rulebook
may not be as formal as other published rulebooks.  War of Bros™ is a
simple wargame system. The game has been built so that its players
focus  on  having  fun,  rather  than  spending  money  on  expensive
miniatures. If  the people playing this  game are having fun, then we
have done our job. We at  YuLabs™ have no intention to make revenue
from this game. If  War of Bros™ finds a way to prove itself profitable
however, we will not complain. This book is simply a list of rules for
playing our thrifty wargame. In this game, the rulebook is law and will
function as the game’s referee. These rules are in no particular order or
hierarchy. Though, players should try to follow most of them.

Rules
We  suggest  players  use  the  most  up  to  date  version  of  this

rulebook.  If  your  rulebook  is  out  of  date,  search  online.  There  will
always be a new version of all of this game's material available for free
in a digital format. In the case of this published copy, revisions to the
rules will be in the form of  Errata Updates. This game is free to play
and to distribute. Just acknowledge the company who developed it of
course: YuLabs™. We hope that you will enjoy our free game and will be
a return customer.

If  this  game  is  freely  available  online,  why  should  I  purchase  a
paper copy of your rulebook?

We make negligible revenue on hard copies of this  book. It is
provided only for your convenience. Some players prefer to own a hard
copy of gameplay rulebooks because they are faster to search through.
In the case of this book, players are free to show support for our game
development team by purchasing the hard copy. Again, this gameplay
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book is provided in a digital format free of charge for everyone who
wishes to play. You may even print out your own copy of  this  book,
provided you do not distribute it for sale. That is still illegal.

Players are permitted to use any proxy or model to represent
their  units  as  military  forces,  provided  their  proxy’s  bases  are  the
following standardized sizes. These images are to scale:

6cm by 12cm

 
3cm by 3cm 4cm by 4cm

These proxies may be as simple as cut slips of paper, or complex
3D printed, painted, airbrushed, cataloged masterpieces. Keep in mind
that additional unit types may be introduced into the game at a later
time. This rulebook will be expanded over time through supplementary
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material supplied by both  YuLabs™, and the  War of Bros™ community.
We do however ask that the community leave us in charge of organizing
the game’s canonality.

Players may represent models they desire on top of the bases.
Players only need to be make sure that each miniature does not prove
an obvious annoyance to other players and that the models used to not
disturb gameplay. All of the game’s rules apply only to these bases and
the unit's statistical values. The rules do not apply to the miniatures on
top of those bases.

Play War of Bros™  honorably. This is only a game. Sure, players
may cheat to get ahead, but their true nature will be thrown into light
by their lack of skill. Players lose nothing by playing War of Bros™ short
of  their  dignity; not  even their  money.  This  game is  free any freely
available. There are exceptions made for those who are betting, or that
purchased the hard copy. We can’t stop you from gambling, but do that
with unit power. You get more enjoyment out of the game that way.

There  is  no standard size  for  the field  of  play.  A one  square
meter  table  would  be  more  than  appropriate  for  most  one-on-one
games. Our suggestion is to start from the diagonals of a square board
as it allows more movement for troops to get around bodies. This game
could be played on the floor of an aircraft hanger, though that would
not be advised as the time that would elapse during gameplay would be
'significant'. Warning though, we did playtest the game on the floor of a
medium sized bedroom. We had to add movement special rules to this
book because units took an hour to rendezvous, and we had only four
players.  Boards  that  are  too  small  should  also  be  avoided  unless
appropriate and agreed upon by all parties. Smaller boards give a small
advantage to the player designated to take the first  turn. On larger
boards, this advantage is negligible.
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Items Required To Play

Table

The most important 'piece' you will need is the gameplay surface.
The surface that the game is played on is called  Terrain, and it will
represent the ground that all units will traverse. Different terrain types
are available for complex games and player created maps. However,
most games will be played on uniform, flat terrain without the use of
external cover while players new to the game are learning the gameplay
system.

This terrain may be any size, though a one meter wide board is
suggested, this does not need to be square. Having a board longer than
it is wide makes the combat easier to manage, and gives units more
handling. Smaller boards will speed up the game, but will lessen the
game’s overall fairness. Larger boards will take longer but even out the
gameplay advantage. This terrain does not have to be rectangular, nor
does it have to be flat. If it is not flat, consider marking the terrain
height in some way. Rules for terrain changes will be discussed later.

Miniature Proxies

Miniature Proxies: also called Units, Miniatures, or Proxies, are
representations of each player's military force. Each player will need as
many proxies as their military has units. These proxies may be made of
any material the player chooses, as long as the bases of those proxies
meet the size requirements listed in the Rules section. This includes but
is not limited to: 3D printed miniatures from plastic or metal, diecast
miniatures, or paper cutouts. These may be any height, as long as the
base  of  the  miniature  is  properly  represented.  In  War  of  Bros™ 3
centimeters is  equal to 1 meter. This would make a 3 meter terrain
board represent one-tenth of kilometer, to scale. More precisely, the
game is scaled to a 1 to 33.3 ratio.
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Ruler

A centimeter ruler will  be required to measure the movement
and attack range of each unit, and will act as a straight edge for Line of
Sight. It is recommended that you get a meter stick, although we have
found that  a  plastic  30  centimeter  ruler  works  just  fine.  This  game
measures all distance in the metric system. Players will use their ruler
each time a unit moves, when a unit attacks, and when players dispute
Line of Sight.

Set Of Dice

All players will need at least one set of dice: one of each a d4,
d6, d8, d10, d12 and d20. A four sided, six sided, eight sided, ten sided,
twelve sided, and twenty sized die respectively. These dice are used
throughout the game, and very often.  Players must make all rolls in
the presence of all other players. If any player disputes the legitimacy
of  these rolls,  an electronic  rolling  system may be used,  or  a game
manager may roll for them if agreed upon by the players. Players are
expected to play this game under an honor system. 

Paper

Paper  may  be  needed  to  keep  track  of  unit  deaths,  status
effects, or may be used as third-party unit markers on the game board.
Paper will also be needed to enforce the unit management system. This
is for players to keep track of their unit outfits and promotions. Players
are required at the end of each game to log whether or not they won,
and tally the unit power awarded to them by the battle. There will be a
sheet provided at the end of this book for this purpose. On this sheet a
place for players to notarize the combat outcome is supplied, verified
via  mutual  signature.  These logs  are  expected to  be carried by any
player who is playing the game for a long period of time. The purpose of
this log is for players to show their battle history, skill potential, and
keep track of their maximum unit power. This is called the Portfolio.
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Additional Items

Terrain Obstacles

Terrain  obstacles  such as: crashed ships,  barricades,  boulders,
buildings,  and other forms of  cover may be added to the terrain to
complicate unit movements and their attack patterns. Players should
agree to their use, as the game is completely fine without them. Terrain
undulation, and dynamic height maps may also be used. Again this is
only made to complicate troop movements for “hardcore” players.

Game Manager

A game manager is non-partisan referee unaffected by the result
of a battle. A game manager may be needed to oversee complex battles
between multiple players. Also, a game manager may be desired if the
gameplay reflects some kind of storyline created by a gaming group, or
if sessions take place over a long period of time. Sometimes a game
manager  will  create a  mission objective for  players  to  complete,  or
create a competitive objective to be completed for players to earn a
reward under a custom game mode.

Game Manager Proxies

If  a  game  manager  is  present,  they  may  require  miniature
proxies of their own; often in large number. A game manager’s units can
both play the role of an antagonist, and an ally. The game manager
could  throw schools  of  d4  Vitality  squid  monsters  out  on  the  field.
Players would then be expected to deal with them, in addition to any
other tasks the game manager has supplied them. The suggestion here
of course is a Zombie Campaign with a large number of weak fodder as
an antagonist, and a well managed militia.
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Starting The Game

Establish The Encounter

Each player in the encounter will determine the maximum unit
power allowed within the encounter. This unit power should be equal
for all players. The total unit power for players new to the game should
be  exactly  27.  This  27  unit  power  will  be  in  the  form of  1  Starter
Lieutenant,  3  Starter  Sergeants,  and  9  Starter  Privates.  These  are
awarded to all players new to the game.

After agreeing upon the unit power allowed by the match, all
players will  collectively select  a field of  play that meets the proper
minimum requirements. Once this is done, and everyone has set house
rules; players should get their unit proxies ready for placement, and set
aside their dice. Players are expected to have the outfits of all units
under their control present for inspection by their peers. This is to
verify that their units adhere to the unit management guidelines.

Unit Placement

Each  player  will  roll  a  die  to  determine  the  order  of  unit
placement. The person going first will  place one of their units. Each
player will then alternate the placing of one of their units until all unit
power has  been expended. The player may choose any formation to
place their units. Each player must consider that all other players will
need to place their units as well.  At the beginning of the game, the
closest units between any two players must be at least 60cm. This is
to  prevent  strategic  first  strike  capability  in  favor  of  the  player
designated  to  move  first.  If  this  cannot  be  done,  that  player  must
rearrange their most recent placement to meet the 60cm requirement,
or the group may need to find a larger field of play. Every player will
follow these same guidelines in placing their units until all players have
their agreed unit power on the terrain.
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If players have an uneven number of units, remaining units are
placed as the player sees fit at the end of  Unit Placement, provided
they  meet  the  60cm  Rule.  Please  understand  that  having  an
extraordinarily  large  number  of  weak  units  does  not  give  you  a
significant advantage during gameplay. Players are permitted to refuse
any battle conditions they do not agree with. We do understand that 9
Starter Lieutenants versus 81 Starter Privates are comprised of the same
unit power. We will enforce the following general suggestion.  Players
are not required to sign off on any player who defeated them using
an arbitrarily large number of units. Players should not use more than
twice the number of field units than any other player. Unless one player
is using a few very powerful units. Just ask the players if they accept
your  unit  outfit  before  placement.  If  someone you  are  playing  with
wants to give you that kind of trouble, take their bluff and re-outfit
your units. An 81 Private versus 81 Private match will take literal hours
to complete. Under those conditions a win only grants 10 unit power.

First Turn

Once all players have placed their units, each player will roll a
die to determine who will take their first movement. On the first turn of
every encounter, players are not permitted to make an attack against
any  unit.  This  means  that  any  action  that  may potentially  result  in
direct damage to any unit or structure, cannot take place. Traps and
defenses  cannot  be  laid,  shoots  cannot  be  fired,  and melee  attacks
cannot be executed. During this first turn, players are permitted only to
position  their  units  strategically.  Each  player  takes  only  the  First
Movement Step of their turn in the order they were designated to place
at the beginning of the game. Each player will move each unit under
their control until they have either moved all units or passed the unit
movement phase to another player.

If it is apparent to all players that their units are too far away to
be within attack range after several turns, players may agree to take
multiple movement phases simultaneously. This can be agreed upon mid
game. Players do not attack when multiple movements are taken.
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Second Turn

At the beginning of the second turn, players are permitted to
attack any unit on the field, following the normal Order Of Operation.
Please keep in mind that these battles should be equally represented
amongst  all  players.  With  battles  of  two  or  more  players,  consider
having a game manager present to prevent the development of a Two
Front War. Consider this to be any match with more than one player
concentrating on another player’s  forces to eliminate them from the
encounter preemptively. This kind of action can countered by simply
supplying the board with units under possession of the game manager
that attack all players on the board at random.

Order Of Operation
The  following  steps  are  to  be  taken  in  the  order  they  are

presented. At the beginning of a player's turn, they may move any unit
they control. After the  Last Movement Step, that player will select a
new unit they control and repeat the process until all units they control
have  been  moved  or  have  skipped  over  their  actions.  A player  may
voluntarily choose to take no actions with any unit they control. Once a
player has taken all available actions, with all units under their control,
the next player will begin their turn.

First Movement Step

A player’s  unit  will  be  selected  for  movement.  This  unit  is
permitted to move a number of centimeters, in straight lines, less than
or equal to the amount listed as that unit’s movement score. This score
will  be listed in centimeters. The remainder of this  unit's  movement
may be saved for  use during  the  Final  Movement Step,  if  it  is  not
consumed during the First Movement Step. Movement is measured from
any position on the flat front edge of a unit’s base. That same edge
must, in some way, touch the point at the end of the measurement they
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have made. Units may only move to a place within their Line of Sight,
marked by extending lines on their bases. A unit is permitted to rotate
to any angle during the any movement phase. Rotation is made around
the center point of the Light of Sight indicator. For the Light and Heavy
Infantry using 3cm by 3cm, and 4cm by 4cm bases, this indicator is in
the  middle  of  the  base.  Do  not  forget  to  take  into  consideration
movement penalties from the environment.

 

Attack Step

If  there is an enemy unit within Line of Sight of the unit just
moved during the First Movement Step, that unit may take part in the
following steps. If there are no units, or if their designated target is out
of range, that unit will  skip directly to the Final Movement Step.  A
player may choose to skip directly to the Final Movement Step at this
time if they desire, regardless of their unit's attack options.

Check Step

During this step, all players will determine if the attacker has
Line of Sight of a their target. If it is obvious that the target is within
Line of Sight, a measuring tool should still be used as a straight edge for
visual  reference.  This  will  be  necessary  to  determine  if  there  are
obstructions or cover between the attacker and their target, or anything
else  that  may  disturb  the  line  of  fire.  If  the  range  of  an  attack  is
disputed, then a measuring tool or straight edge of appropriate length
may be needed to determine if the target is within Line of Sight.
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If the target is within Line of Sight, then the player may select a
weapon from their unit's equipment outfit and declare an attack on the
target. Players will then determine if the target is within the attacker’s
effective  weapon  range.  If  the  attacker  is  within  range,  they  will
proceed  to  the  Impact  Step.  Measurement  for  weapon  range  is
performed in the exact same way that movement is measured. Some
part of a target unit’s base has to be within the line of sight. If any part
of the line that determines weapon range touches the base of the
target unit, the attack is valid. The validity of attacks in borderline
range may be disputed between players or refereed.

Within Line of Sight and weapon Range - Good

Within Line of Sight but out of Range - Bad
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Within Range, but out of Line of Sight - Also Bad

Impact Step

At the beginning of the Impact Step, the attack will follow the
straight line from the attacker to the target examined during the Check
Step. If there is a another unit impeding the path of this target, even if
this unit is your own, roll the attack against this unit in place of the
original target.  A player may choose to cancel their unit’s attack at
this time, to avoid hitting their own units, or for any other reason.
After this step, the attack must be completed until the attack is rolled
to its resolution. If the attack is canceled at this time, skip directly to
the Final Movement Step.

If there is terrain impeding the line of attack that exceeds the
height of the unit, this attack will be considered a miss.

Cover Step

If the target unit is not behind cover, ignore this step. If they
are, then roll  a d4 to determine if the attacking projectile makes it
through cover. 

- For a unit behind Light Cover: if that roll is a one, the attack is a miss.

- Under Medium Cover: if the roll is a one or a two, the attack is a miss.

- Under Heavy Cover: a roll of one, two or three is a miss.

- Finally, under Total Cover: no roll is made, but the attack is a miss. 

- There are exceptions with weapon modifications that bypass cover.
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If  the  attack  is  a  miss,  skip  directly  to  the  Final  Movement  Step.
Otherwise, follow through with the attack.

Cover Provided By Various Materials

Object Cover Provided Object Cover Provided

Body Light Bush Medium

Wood Medium Building Heavy

Barricade Total Glass Light

Stone Heavy Vehicle Medium

Sand Light Obstructions Medium

Accuracy Step

This is the first combat roll and will determine if the projectile
strikes the target before the unit takes damage. During this step, roll
the attacker’s weapon Accuracy Dice versus the target’s Evasion Dice.
If the result of the roll of the weapon accuracy dice are greater than or
equal  to  that  of  the target's  evasion dice,  continue  onto the  Shield
Step. Otherwise, in the case that the target's evasion save is higher than
the attacker's weapon accuracy roll, the attack is considered a miss. If
it  is  a miss, skip directly to the  Final Movement Step  for  this  unit.
Remember, when a die roll is equal between players, the attacking
player always wins. This roll is called the Evasion Save.

Multiple Die Saves

If there are multiple die rolls between players, roll all dice, and
use the highest result. For example, if the attacker has  accuracy dice
of 2d8, they will roll an eight sided die twice. If the result of the rolls
were seven and four. The number used to compare is seven, and the
four is omitted. Under this rule, if the first roll were eight, rolling the
second d8 serves no purpose as the second roll cannot be higher than an
eight. Thus the second die does not need to be rolled.

Likewise, if the defender only has one die to roll, and the result
is a 1, the attacker does not need to roll because the attacker's roll will
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always be greater than or equal to a one. With this logic, even a unit
with d12 Evasion, Shield, Armor, and Vitality can perish if they roll four
continuous one's on their dice. With two dice, both would need to be
one's.

Another example, is the result of an attack roll higher than the
die size of a save. If the result of an attacker's accuracy roll is six on a
roll of d8, and the defender has an Evasion Save of 3d6, no save roll is
necessary. The defender cannot score higher than a six on a d6, even
with multiple dice. Since all dice in this kind of save will fail, skipping
the save entirely will conserve time.

Shield Step

If the attack target does not have a shield, skip directly to the
Armor Step. Otherwise, roll the weapon damage dice against the shield
dice  of  all  targets.  Projectile  weapons  should only  have one target,
unless augmented with the  Piercing modifier. Even if this is the case
Piercing must resolve a perish before its effect activates. Grenades or
explosive  weapons  may  have  additional  targets  due  to  the  Splash
modifier that represents them. If the weapon damage is greater than or
equal to any target's Shield Dice, continue onto the Armor Step against
all successful attack targets. If the target's Shield Save is greater than
the damage roll, the attack is considered a Shield Penetration Failure.
If it is, skip directly to the Final Movement Step. This roll is called the
Shield Save.

Armor Step

If  an  attack  target  does  not  have armor,  skip  directly  to  the
Vitality  Step.  Otherwise,  roll  the  weapon  damage  dice  against  the
armor dice of all targets. If the weapon damage roll is greater than or
equal to that of the Armor Dice, continue onto the Vitality Step against
all successful attack targets. If the score of the Armor Save is greater
than that of the attack damage roll, the attack is considered an Armor
Penetration Failure. If it is, skip directly to the Final Movement Step.
This roll is called the Armor Save.
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Vitality Step

Roll  the  weapon  damage  dice  against  the  vitality  dice  of  all
targets.  If  the score of  the weapon damage roll  is  greater  than the
defending  unit's  Vitality  Dice,  replace the unit  on the board  with  a
equally  sized proxy. If  this  unit  was Infantry,  count  this  new terrain
addition as a Body. Bodies are considered Light Cover. Bodies are also
Difficult Terrain 2. If this unit was a vehicle of any kind, count this new
terrain  as  a  Vehicle cover.  Vehicles  are  not  terrain,  and  units  must
navigate around them as obstructions. If a player's units are made of
flat paper, simply flipping them over to the back side works well enough
to distinguish this. This roll is called the Vitality Save. A house rule may
be set so that player's remove units that have perished from the board
entirely, instead of replacing the unit with a cover marker.

For rules on  Difficult Terrain, look for a section titled  Special
Rules. It will explain all special rules in depth, and will describe when
to use them.

After the unit replacement is resolved, tally the kill. In the case
that a target's Vitality Save is greater than that of the damage roll, skip
directly to the  Final Movement Step. There is no penalty for a unit
taking damage to vitality. House rules may be created for this purpose.

Final Movement Step

Finally, a unit is permitted to use any remaining movement they
did not expend during the First Movement Step. If a unit has suffered a
movement  penalty  this  turn  as  result  of  a  counter-attack,  they  will
ignore  this  step.  After  all  unit  movement  has  been  exhausted,  the
player may then feel free to rotate the unit around the midpoint of its
Line of Sight indicator as they see fit.
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You may now start these all steps of battle over with a new unit, or end
your turn so that a new player may move. Once players get accustomed
to the steps, player turns can move by quickly.

Quick Order Of Operation

You may move the unit up to its movement score in centimeters.

You may then declare an attack on a unit, then check Line of Sight.

- Roll Against Cover - Often Non-Existent [Cover of d4]

- Roll Against Evasion – [Attacker's Accuracy Roll vs. Target's Evasion Save]

- Roll Against Shield - [Attacker's Damage Roll vs. Target's Shield Save]

- Roll Against Armor - [Attacker's Damage Roll vs. Target's Armor Save]

- Roll Against Vitality - [Attacker's Damage Roll vs. Target's Vitality Save]

Resolve turn by replacing dead units with cover, or removing them.

You may move the unit again if movement still remains unused.

Ending An Encounter
An encounter will end at any time all units not controlled by the

winning  player  perish,  or  once  the  conditions  originally  set  at  the
beginning of  the encounter are met by a player, team, coalition, or
covenant. A game manager may set additional objectives for the players
to follow including but not limited to escorting other units, transporting
resources,  defending  a  position,  evacuating  to  a  rendezvous  point,
collecting  an item from an enemy location,  timed elimination  of  an
enemy  force,  or  fighting  a  third  party  competing  for  maximum kill
count. There is an Alternative Game Modes section near the end of the
book that details some examples of mediated games.

War of Bros™ is an open ended game that has been made to be
very  customizable,  modular,  and  free  or  cheap  to  play.  Thus,  the
objective of the encounter may directly affect its outcome. However,
there are strict guidelines for the rewards given for the success of an
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encounter. This is done so that players from diverse backgrounds may
play on equal ground should they meet in the future. Once a winner has
been  declared  by  a  game  manager,  or  agreed  upon  by  all  players
involved in the encounter, the following will happen.

A Reward Is Given

Each player, whether they win or not, will receive a maximum
unit power bonus at the end of every encounter. The power received
will change depending on the number of players and the amount of unit
power the players started the game with. Because players agree on a
unit power value at the beginning of each encounter, longtime players
and  newcomers  can  stand  on  equal  ground  with  each  other  on  the
battlefield. This is so that value of the matches remain fair over a long
period of time, but more powerful armies can exist in the long term.
These armies will be controlled by players who have invested time and
effort into the game, expanding their military power.

Rewards have been calculated into tiers based on the unit power.
A unit power reward is given based on the lowest unit power of any
player participating in an encounter. If four players started with a unit
power of 27, and a fifth winning player had a unit power of 800, the
winning player will only be rewarded 5 unit power instead of 30. The
same would be true in the case of a 27 unit power player winning, they
will  also receive 5 instead of 30, even though they were against the
odds. This is so the winning player does not Feed the lower power new
player.  Feeding,  making  players  more  powerful  by  intentionally
signing off on games rigged for one player to intentionally fail; is an
underhanded technique for gaining unit power. If you catch a player
feeding,  make  sure  to  spread  that  information  around.  It  should  be
obvious enough if the signatures in their Portfolio are not as diverse as
their unit tactics.

The rewards  in  War of  Bros™ have been  calculated  so  that  a
player needs to secure 10 wins or 25 losses to get to the next 'Tier' unit
power, with an exception to the first bracket. Keep in mind there may
be more than one winning player if players were separated into teams,
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coalitions or covenants. Technically this a more efficient mode of play,
and will  generate more unit  power.  This  incentivizes  players  to play
War of Bros™ in larger groups. Note that the unit power for a team
game is still based on each individual’s maximum unit count alone, not
the unit count of the combined coalition. Covenant battles donate unit
power to the covenant.

Maximum Unit Power Gained By A Successful Encounter

Unit Power Winnings Losings Losings
[3 or more Players]

1 - 50 5 2 3

51 - 150 10 4 6

151 - 300 15 6 9

301 - 500 20 8 12

501 - 750 25 10 15

751 - 1050 30 12 18

1051 - 1400 35 14 21

1401 - 1800 40 16 24

1801 - 2250 45 18 27

2251 - 2750 50 20 30

2751 - 3300 55 22 33

3301 - 3900 60 24 36

3901 - 4550 65 26 39

4551 - 5250 70 28 42

5251 - 6000 75 30 45

6001 - 6800 80 32 48

6801 - 7650 85 34 51

7651 - 8550 90 36 54

8551 - 9500 95 38 57

9501 - 10500 100 40 60
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Max Unit Power Per Tier: (25 · Tier)2 + (25 · Tier)

Unit Power Rewards:

for Winning: 5 · Tier

for Losing:  2 · Tier

for Losing with 3 or more Players: 3 · Tier

Players Give Honor

There is a provided example sheet for Player Honors. In Player
Honors, each player verifies the events of an encounter that has taken
place, counting out deaths. Players write on their sheet whether or not
they won, the amount of unit power lost by the battle, the unit power
of their army starting the encounter as well as the lowest unit power of
an opponent, and the maximum unit power gained as a result of the
outcome of  the  encounter.  All  players  will  be  expected  to  sign  the
documentation of all other players present in each encounter. Players
who refuse to sign and admit defeat should be avoided in the future.
This is a War of Bros™, not a not War of Disrespect™. If there are eight
players, there will be 56 signatures. 7 signatures on each of 8 player
sheets. You will not be required to sign your own documentation. These
signatures may be given in any way. There is no standardized way to do
this,  just  don’t  be  that  guy  who writes  all  over  the paper.  Stamps,
symbols, insignias, stickers, handles, aliases, and codenames are also
acceptable. Also, consider that an encounter sheet signed between the
same two players for a long period of time might look a little suspicious;
finding new opponents to expand your portfolio is suggested.

Encounter Closing

After an encounter, players may form treaties, and armistices, or
perhaps  form  a  coalition  against  other  enemies.  Otherwise,  get
something to eat and drink, discuss unit tactics and gameplay strategy.
Create new unit outfits to better organize your military for the next
encounter. Apply the newly acquired unit power, and paint some new
models if you are into that sort of thing.
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Please note, that any units that perish during the encounter do
not  penalize  your total  unit  power.  Consider  yourself  reimbursed for
your losses. If you start an encounter with 27 unit power, and you lose
18 unit power worth of units during that encounter, losing will not leave
you with (27-18)+2 = 11. Losing will  leave you will  (27+2) = 29, and
winning will leave you with an advantageous 32.

Unit Management

Starting Units

All players start off with the units listed in the  Starting Units
appendix. They will earn with 9 Starter Privates, 3 Starter Sergeants,
and  1  Starter  Lieutenant.  Each  Starter  Private  unit  is  worth  1  unit
power,  every  Starter  Sergeant  worth  3  power,  and  the  Starter
Lieutenant is worth 9. These units are given so that players may enter
the game immediately, play, and get a feel for the game without having
to spend the time creating custom units. Starter Weapons are also listed
for these units, and with these weapon additions, their unit upgrade
points are maxed out in the same way a custom unit would.

Earning Max Power

Each player will start the game with 27 unit power in the form of
the  starting  units.  Experienced  players  creating  new  chapters,
militaries, or covenants, may trade these units for other units totaling
27 unit power. A player could create a squadron of 9 Sergeants, each
worth 3 unit power, or customize the unit template for the Sergeant
Mechanized and have 3 Private Infantry. While the single Mechanized
unit is powerful, they can get easily overrun.

When a player participates in a battle and earns maximum unit
power, this 27 unit power limit increases. If a player loses a one-on-one
encounter with another player, they will earn 2 maximum unit power,
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which can allow them to promote a Private, into a Sergeant. Players do
not have to purchase units equal to their maximum unit power, their
military  only  has  to  meet  the  requirement  of  not  going  over  the
maximum unit power limit. Promoted units are best recreated, rather
than additively upgraded. For example, rather than giving a Private 3
upgrade points, increasing the die size of the Vitality Die, and giving it
armor. It is best to simply destroy the Private, and create a Sergeant
with the similar statistics. It is not necessary to keep track of your units
to this degree, but some players may choose to name their units, and
promote them as a real military would.

Creating a Unit

As  mentioned  before,  in  the  appendix  there  is  a  list  of  unit
templates. These templates have base scores already available, but are
not yet complete. In this section, along with the base scores, there is a
column labeled  Upgrade. Each unit has a specific amount of upgrade
points  they  may  apply.  The  Private  rank  Light  Infantry  unit  has  a
maximum upgrade of 3 points; as listed in the column for its template.
Upgrades to units are called Modifiers. There modifiers are for both the
unit  and the weapons that unit  has  equipped. Because of  this,  both
modifier types count towards the units upgrade maximum. If a player
spends  all  of  the  available  upgrade  points,  on  unit  modifiers  and
attributes without optimizing weapons; for example if a Private Light
Infantry  unit  would  spend all  3  of  its  available  upgrade,  on the  1st
Shield mod. This would give the unit a d4 die for the Shield Save during
the Shield Step, but would require the unit take the bare minimum in
equipment, a knife, and the Ranged Weapon Template.

Creating A Weapon

All created units start with a ranged weapon that is a duplicate
of the Ranged Weapon Template, as well as a melee weapon that is a
duplicate of the Melee Weapon Template. These templates are listed in
the appendix with the other unit creation tools. Higher ranking units
have higher base scores, and do not typically require unit modification
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to stay strategically functional.  For  this  reason, a Lieutenant ranked
unit that has 9 upgrade points to spend could concentrate all of its unit
upgrade points into weapon related statistics.  Purchasing 9 points in
weapon mods could prove very effective, as it would allow everything
from the Piercing and Armor Penetration mods to purchasing the Range
mod 3 times. This would give a d4 damage projectile weapon a range of
45cm allowing a unit to attack a unit outside of the minimum starting
unit distance of 60cm after the first turn movement, and the second
turn First Movement Step, maximizing first strike capabilities.

Forming A Coalition

In  War of Bros™, a coalition is a group of players that function
independently  or  together  as  as  single  attacking  force.  In  a  closed
coalition,  players  independently  control  their  own  units  with
coordination and advice of other players within the coalition. An open
coalition would allow other players to move other coalition units on the
field of battle. While in some cases this may prove to be advantageous,
other  players  may  not  be  accustomed  to  peers'  gameplay  style.
Coalitions are only a temporary allied coordination of military power.
For a more permanent junction, consider Forming A Covenant.

Forming A Covenant

Creating  a  Covenant  is  a  more  serious  alliance  in  terms  of
gameplay  and  has  a  lot  of  risks  associated  with  it,  but  it  can  be
rewarding and fun. A covenant is formed between two or more players
as a non-player entity. Once a covenant is created, like a new player
entering the game, it will be given a maximum unit power of 27. Players
within a covenant may use the units within their covenant in addition to
their  normal  unit  power,  or  play  using  their  covenant’s  power
exclusively. Logistically speaking, multiple players are not able to use
the covenant’s forces at the same.
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Any  player  member  of  the  covenant  may,  at  the  end  of  any
encounter,  choose to donate some or all  of  unit  power rewarded to
them as a result of the encounter to the Covenant. This is added to the
covenant's unit power rather than their own maximum unit power. Unit
power gained from any encounter that uses any of the covenant's
forces must be donated to the covenant. This is not optional.

If  a  covenant  is  ever  disbanded,  the  total  unit  power  of  the
covenant with 27 removed from it, is split equally amongst all members
of the covenant, regardless of donations. This number is rounded down.
If  the  covenant  has  a  total  unit  power  of  1683  and  there  are  17
members the distributed amount would be (1683-27)/17 which comes
out to be 97. Each player would then add that amount to their total unit
power.  Players  may  be  removed  from  a  covenant  by  a  democratic
majority.  If  this  takes  place,  their  donations  are  removed  from the
Covenant’s  maximum unit  power,  and returned to  them.  If  a  player
willingly resigns from the Covenant, their donations do not have to be
returned. However, a democratic majority may make a decision to do
this out of kindness. Log all covenant donations for future reference.

Special Rules

Attack Of Opportunity

A player may at any time attack an enemy unit that has entered
the threat range of one of their units within Line of Sight.  If  a unit
moves into the melee threat range of an enemy unit, and is within line
of sight of that unit, a player may call it out. This can be done as the
unit is passing or when it stops, and can be done by more than one unit.
This action can be made during either of an opponent's move phases if
this enemy is within your unit's melee threat range. A attack is rolled
against that enemy immediately, either with the attacker's sidearm or
melee weapon. The primary weapon may not be used for this purpose.
Private Templates do not have a threat range.
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Remember  in  order for  an infantry  unit  to  take advantage of
threat  ranges  greater  than  3cm,  they  must  be  carrying  a  Sidearm.
Otherwise, their maximum threat range is the range of their off-hand
weapon. This will probably be a Knife with a range of 3cm.

Vital Attack

When attacking a target from directly behind, the side opposite
of the Line of Sight indicator, with any weapon: Add 1 die to both the
damage and accuracy rolls. If the roll was 2d4, make it 3d4; if it was a
d6, instead make it  2d6. This  goes for  all  damage rolls  against  that
target during all damage steps: Shield, Armor, and Vitality.

Penetration Versus Reactive

If penetration mods  Armor Penetration and  Shield Penetration
reduce  the  die  size  of  a  target  with  the  mod  Reactive  Armor or
Reactive Shield below the minimum size of d4; then the effects of the
Reactive  Armor  or  Shield  are  negated.  There  cannot  be  an  Armor
Penetration  Failure,  as  the  weapon  would  bypass  the  appropriate
systems.

Penetration Versus Multi Die Saves

The  penetration  mods  Armor  Penetration and  Shield
Penetration reduce the die size of the Armor and Shield Saves. If the
target has  a multiple  die  save, the number of  dice is  reduced first,
before the die size. If an attacker has  Armor Penetration, and Armor
Penetration  Up reducing  the  Armor  Save  by  4  die  sizes  and  the
defending target has  3d12 armor. 2 reductions  are made against  the
extra armor dice, to eliminate them. The remaining 2 reduce d12 to d8.

3d12 Start >> 2d12 1st >> d12 2nd >> d10 3rd >> d8 4
th

If  Armor Penetration reduces a d4 die size, the Armor Save is
negated.  There cannot be an Armor Penetration Failure, as the unit is
considered to no longer have armor..
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Difficult Terrain

The  rules  for  terrain  difficulty  are  simple.  Normal  terrain
difficulty is 1. Difficulty 1 terrain does not change the speed of a unit
that moves over it. Difficulty 2 terrain causes a unit to use twice the
amount of movement for each centimeter of travel. If a unit has 6cm of
movement remaining while on top of Difficulty 2 terrain, then that unit
may only move up to 3 centimeters. As expected, Difficulty 3 terrain
will cause unit movement to be reduced to a third of its normal speed.
Each  line  segment  between  dots  is  a  full  round's  worth  of  unit
movement.

Alternate Game Modes

Domination

The Domination game mode is the standard game mode for War
of Bros™.  The goal  of  players  in  this  game mode is  to  eliminate all
enemy  units.  At  the  end  of  the  encounter,  the  only  player,  team,
coalition or covenant with units remaining shall be declared the winner.
Any number of players can play and win the Domination game mode.
The  reward  for  winning  Domination  is  the  unit  power  listed  in  the
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Maximum Unit Power Gained By A Successful Encounter table, in the
Ending An Encounter section. Each winning player will  be rewarded
from  the  winnings  column,  and  each  losing  player  from  the  losings
column. Know that there are different rewards for games with more
than 2 players. There is a column of that table clearly labeled [3 or
More Players].

No Risk No Reward

This is the betting mode we discussed earlier in the book. At the
beginning of the encounter, each player in the No Risk No Reward game
will put forth any amount of unit power into a pool. Players will then
agree on the unit power used for their game, place their units, and play
normally. The No Risk No Reward game mode could be modified to any
other  game  mode.  However,  it  would  be  considered  traditionally
Domination.  No  Risk  No  Reward  players  will  begin  and  conclude  a
normal Domination game mode encounter. At the end of the encounter
rather than awarding unit power to both the winners and losers of the
match. The unit power put into the pool at the beginning of the match
will be distributed in the following way.

Winning  players  will  remove  their  submission  from  the  pool.
Losing players will subtract maximum unit power from their portfolio
equal to their submission. The winning players will evenly distribute the
unit power awarded amongst themselves, rounded down. If there are 5
players on 2 teams: Red and Blue, Red team has 3 people, Blue has 2. At
the beginning of the encounter all players submitted 7 unit power. At
the end of  the encounter,  Blue has  won the match.  There is  7  unit
power available for claim from 3 losing players; totaling 21. Each Blue
player is awarded 10 unit power from winning the match; (21 / 2) = 10.5
rounded down to 10.

Hydra

Hydra  is  played  with  one  player  of  high  unit  power  against
multiple players of low unit power. The Hydra, is the player with the
high unit power. This player will use the combined unit power under the
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control of all opponents. Therefore the Hydra will either need to be a
long time player of the game, or the players may just play this mode for
fun. If played under the correct rules, unit power is rewarded normally.

If there are 6 players, 1 of them is the Hydra. 5 players, and the
Hydra agree on 27 unit power. The players could prepare starting units,
and the Hydra could  prepare (27  ·  5)  =  135 unit  power,  in  a  lower
number  of  highly  efficient  customized  unit  outfits;  or  5  Starter
Lieutenants,  15  Starter  Sergeants,  and 45  Starter  Privates.  Either  of
these options is valid. Standard placement and movement rules applied,
this game would take very long and would have to be on a large terrain.

Capture The Frag

Hopefully unique to War of Bros™ is the Capture The Frag game
mode. In Capture The Frag, each player is given 3 frag tokens. Players
will place their units as they would normally. With the mind that they
will need to protect 1 unit that they select as the Primary Target. The
primary target is the main goal in Capture The Frag. Each player will
select  a  unit  under  their  control  as  the  primary  target.  The  enemy
players  will  attempt  to  kill  the  primary  target,  in  addition  to  their
opponent's other units. 

When a primary target is killed, the player that controlled that
primary target will lose their frag token and will be required to select a
new primary target consuming a new token. When all 3 frag tokens are
lost, that player's units and all Body and Vehicle Covers associated with
that player will be removed from the terrain. That player will have lost
the  encounter.  This  will  continue  until  all  frag  tokens  have  been
exhausted by all players except for one final player with frag tokens
remaining. The player with frag tokens remaining will be considered the
winner of the encounter. Rewards for this kind of encounter is the same
as the standard unit power reward.
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Appendixes

Starting Units

This is the list of the starting units for new players. New players
will  have a unit outfit  made up of 1 Lieutenant, 3 Sergeants, and 9
Privates. Their worth in Unit Power is listed here, and the total worth
of these 13 units is 27 unit power. The row after that is Movement, the
number of centimeters a unit can move per turn on Difficulty 1 terrain.
Followed by the size of  the  Evasion Dice,  the die  rolled to counter
weapon  accuracy.  This  is  followed  by  the  units  Shield,  Armor,  and
Vitality Dice are all  countered with an attacker's  weapon damage. A
unit's  Threat Range is covered by the  Attack Of Opportunity special
rule. Finally, weapons these units remain outfitted with are listed in the
table below. The statistics for these weapons are listed in the Starting
Weapons table.

Starting Units

Unit Name Private Sergeant Lieutenant

Unit Power 1 3 9

Movement 9cm 12cm 15cm

Evasion Dice d4 d6 d8

Shield Dice --- --- d4

Armor Dice --- d4 d6

Vitality Dice d4 d6 d8

Threat Range 0cm 3cm 6cm

Weapons
Carbine
Knife

Machine Gun
Sidearm

Rifle
Sidearm
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Starting Weapons

Name Damage Range Accuracy Worth

Carbine d4 35cm d6 3 Upgrade

Machine Gun 2d4 30cm d6 4 Upgrade

Rifle d6 40cm d8 7 Upgrade

Knife d4 3cm d4 = Default

Sidearm d4 15cm d4 2 Upgrade

Unit Templates

In War of Bros™ more than just the starter units are available to
the players. Players are not required to use the units provided for them
at the start of the game. We encourage unit customization for units of
every  level.  Lieutenant  is  still  considered  a  Light  Infantry  unit  by
comparison.  Units  in  War  of  Bros™ are  separated  into  six  broad
categories: Light Infantry, Heavy Infantry, Mechanized, Light Airborne,
Heavy Airborne, and Mechanized Airborne.

Any  combination  of  unit  templates  may be  used  to  represent
military  power.  A combination  of  ground  and  airborne  units  may  be
used, as well as units of different ranks with differing strengths and
weaknesses. Keep in mind that all players are expected to clearly label
their unit bases with their type and outfits. Changing unit outfits mid
combat  is  not  permitted  in  any  way.  Units  of  the  same  rank  and
category may still have multiple specialized unit outfits. These should
always remain clearly labeled on the each unit's base.

Light Infantry

All Light Infantry units are considered 'standard' battlefield units.
These infantry units have a 3cm by 3cm base. The starter units supplied
for training new players beginning to expand their portfolio are all of
this  type. These units have an evasion bonus a higher levels,  and at
lower levels it meets their vitality. Playing this unit type is easy as all
unit movement scores are multiples of 3 centimeters. One of our game
analysts, Tommy Chavez, found that if players use paper miniatures (we
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were  using  card  stock)  they  can  measure  their  unit's  movement  by
simply flipping the unit bases end-over-end in 3 centimeter increments.
This  style  of  movement  proves  for  very  fast  measurement.  Our  unit
bases  had  red  backgrounds,  so  flipping  them  over  when  destroyed
created our body cover. Moving other infantry units relative to one unit's
movement also seemed to work efficiently. By measuring one unit, we
could determine the position all other units without measurement.

The  scores  provided  are  without  modifications.  This  prevents
units like the Light Infantry Colonel who has a 2d12 Evasion Save, from
having to purchase the 2nd Evasion Die modification. However, a player
may purchase a 3rd Evasion Die modification for their Colonel if they so
wish.

Light Infantry
Private

Unit Power

1
Upgrade

3
Movement

9cm
Threat Range

---
Evasion Dice

d4
Shield Dice

---
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d4

Light Infantry
Sergeant

Unit Power

3
Upgrade

6
Movement

12cm
Threat Range

3cm
Evasion Dice

d6
Shield Dice

---
Armor Dice

d4
Vitality Dice

d6

Light Infantry
Lieutenant

Unit Power

9
Upgrade

9
Movement

15cm
Threat Range

6cm
Evasion Dice

d8
Shield Dice

d4
Armor Dice

d6
Vitality Dice

d8

Light Infantry
Major

Unit Power

21
Upgrade

12
Movement

18cm
Threat Range

9cm
Evasion Dice

d10
Shield Dice

d6
Armor Dice

d8
Vitality Dice

d10
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Light Infantry
Lieutenant 
Colonel

Unit Power

82
Upgrade

15
Movement

21cm
Threat Range

12cm
Evasion Dice

d12
Shield Dice

d8
Armor Dice

d10
Vitality Dice

d12

Light Infantry
Colonel

Unit Power

213
Upgrade

18
Movement

24cm
Threat Range

15cm
Evasion Dice

2d12
Shield Dice

d10
Armor Dice

d12
Vitality Dice

2d12

Light Infantry
Brigadier
General

Unit Power

452
Upgrade

21
Movement

27cm
Threat Range

15cm + 1*
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

d12
Armor Dice

2d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

*  All  ranks  after  Light  Infantry  Colonel  have the same threat  range.
However,  this  additional  number  is  added  to  the  damage  die  of  an
Attack Of Opportunity Roll. This is an increase in the result of the die
after it has been rolled. Adding 1 to the accuracy and damage results.

Light Infantry
Major
General

Unit Power

845
Upgrade

24
Movement

30cm
Threat Range

15cm + 2
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

2d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Infantry
Lieutenant 
General  

Unit Power

1446
Upgrade

27
Movement

30cm
Threat Range

15cm + 3
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Infantry
General

Unit Power

2317
Upgrade

30
Movement

30cm
Threat Range

15cm + 4
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12
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Light Infantry
General of the 
Army

Unit Power

3528
Upgrade

33
Movement

30cm
Threat Range

15cm + 5
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Infantry
General of the 
Armies

Unit Power

5157
Upgrade

36
Movement

30cm
Threat Range

15cm + 6
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Infantry

Heavy  Infantry  units  are  meant  to  be  used  as  specialized
attacking  force.  Heavy  Infantry  are  slow,  because  of  this  they  have
decreased movement and evasion. As a trade off, they have improved
Vitality and Shield Saves. Infantry have an additional disadvantage, they
are larger. This unit's base size is 4cm by 4cm, making them a more
available target to be in range of an enemy's Line of Sight. Attacks from
enemy units can occur on these larger unit's more often. Because the
unit is 1cm larger, the unit is also 1cm closer for  Vital Attacks. Like
Light Infantry, a perished Heavy Infantry will  be replaced by a  Body
Cover. Though it will 4cm by 4cm in size, instead of the 3cm by 3cm
cover for Light Infantry. All Body Cover are Difficulty 2 terrain. For a
Heavy Infantry body, 8cm of movement must be used to bypass it.

Heavy Infantry
Private

Unit Power

2
Upgrade

4
Movement

8cm
Threat Range

---
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice

d4
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d4

Heavy Infantry
Sergeant

Unit Power

5
Upgrade

8
Movement

10cm
Threat Range

3cm
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice

d6
Armor Dice

d4
Vitality Dice

d6
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Heavy Infantry
Lieutenant

Unit Power

16
Upgrade

12
Movement

12cm
Threat Range

6cm
Evasion Dice

d4
Shield Dice

d8
Armor Dice

d6
Vitality Dice

d8

Heavy Infantry
Major

Unit Power

37
Upgrade

16
Movement

14cm
Threat Range

9cm
Evasion Dice

d6
Shield Dice

d10
Armor Dice

d8
Vitality Dice

d10

Heavy Infantry
Lieutenant
Colonel

Unit Power

146
Upgrade

20
Movement

16cm
Threat Range

12cm
Evasion Dice

d8
Shield Dice

d12
Armor Dice

d10
Vitality Dice

d12

Heavy Infantry
Colonel

Unit Power

379
Upgrade

24
Movement

18cm
Threat Range

15cm
Evasion Dice

d10
Shield Dice

2d12
Armor Dice

d12
Vitality Dice

2d12

Heavy Infantry
Brigadier
General

Unit Power

804
Upgrade

28
Movement

20cm
Threat Range

15cm + 1
Evasion Dice

d12
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

2d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Infantry
Major
General

Unit Power

1502
Upgrade

32
Movement

22cm
Threat Range

15cm + 2
Evasion Dice

2d12
Shield Dice

3d12 + 1**
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12 + 1 

Heavy Infantry
Lieutenant
General

Unit Power

2571
Upgrade

36
Movement

24cm
Threat Range

15cm + 3
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12 + 2**
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12 + 2
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Heavy Infantry
General

Unit Power

4119
Upgrade

40
Movement

26cm
Threat Range

15cm + 4
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12 + 3**
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12 + 3

Heavy Infantry
General of the
Army

Unit Power

6272
Upgrade

44
Movement

28cm
Threat Range

15cm + 5
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12 + 4**
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12 + 4

Heavy Infantry
General of the 
Armies

Unit Power

9168
Upgrade

48
Movement

30cm
Threat Range

15cm + 6
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

3d12 + 5**
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12 + 5

** Some units have increased scores for the Evasion, Shield, Armor, and
Vitality Saves. In the case of the Major General's Shield Dice, 1 is added
to the highest roll of their three dice. For example, if three 12 sided
dice are rolled and the results are 6, 12, and 7. The result will be 13,
because  12  is  the  highest  result  of  the  dice,  and 1  is  added to  it.
Therefore, the total score will  never fall  below 2. This ability is  the
same  as  the  Shield  Focus modification.  The  additional  damage  and
accuracy for Attack Of Opportunity rolls also functions in this way.

Mechanized

Mechanized units are much larger than most of the game's other
pieces. At a size of 6cm by 12cm they are a difficult target to miss.
Because of this they have all incredibility low Evasion Saves. Also unlike
the infantry units, Mechanized units are not living creatures and cannot
make Vitality Saves. To compensate, Mechanized units have some of the
highest  armor  that  War  of  Bros™ has  to  offer.  Because  of  the
Mechanized  unit's  large  size,  they  can  be  armed  with  specialized
weapons that cause damage with a splash radius. These weapons have
the potential to damage multiple units simultaneously.
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Instead,  if  the attacker  hits  a Mechanized unit,  and make an
Armor Penetration, that Mechanized unit will perish at that point and
branch 2 Light Infantry units of similar rank. These units maybe be of
any outfit already created by the player. If a player has not created a
unit outfit for units of that rank, they do not exit the vehicle and perish
inside of it. When Mechanized units perish, they are replaced with a
6cm by 12cm Vehicle Cover. Units cannot walk over cover of a rating
higher than Light. This includes vehicle cover.

For  example  if  a  Mechanized Lieutenant  were to  perish,  that
vehicle would eject 2 Light Infantry Lieutenants placed adjacent to the
Mechanized Lieutenant at any location. These two units have had their
unit  power  payed for  within  the very high  unit  power  price  for  the
Mechanized unit. All that is required of the player is that they create an
outfit for the Mechanized unit as well as the paired Light Infantry unit.

Mechanized units can also trample Infantry units they drive over,
both  Light  and  Heavy.  This  is  considered  a  d8  weapon,  with  d20
accuracy. If the unit makes the Evasion Save successfully, the controller
of that unit must immediately move 6cm in a chosen direction. If that
unit is still under the Mechanized unit, in the case there is not enough
room for the unit to escape the vehicle, the attack will occur again. If
the unit perishes as the result of a trample, that unit is not replaced
with  a  Body  Cover piece.  Instead  the  cover  is  destroyed.  The
Mechanized  unit  will  also  destroy  any  Light  or  Medium  cover  they
contact. If an enemy unit is close enough, rotating the Mechanized unit
around the Line of Sight indicator can also trample opponents. The Line
of Sight indicator for Mechanized units is not located in the center of
the unit's base. It is marked by a vertex opposite of the indicator.

To complicate things for players even further, Mechanized units
have 3 scores for their different parts of the vehicle. This is done for
Shield and Armor. The first score is to counter hits from the front, the
second  hits  from  the  side,  and  the  third  value  counters  hits  from
behind. Side and back attacks are more effective against Mechanized
units. Combined with Vital Attacks, attacking a Mechanized unit from
behind can be devastating.
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Also, when reading the Evasion Dice for lower mechanized units
and other units  without Evasion Dice;  understand it  is  not  that  they
cannot gain evasion dice, but rather none have been applied. These
units can still purchase an Evasion Save with upgrade points.

Mechanized
Private

Unit Power

8
Upgrade

5
Movement

7cm
Threat Range

---
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice

Front

d6
Side

d4
Back

---

Armor Dice

Front

d8
Side

d6
Back

d4

Mechanized
Sergeant

Unit Power

24
Upgrade

10
Movement

8cm
Threat Range

3cm
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice
Front

d8
Side

d6
Back

d4

Armor Dice
Front

d10
Side

d8
Back

d6

Mechanized
Lieutenant

Unit Power

72
Upgrade

15
Movement

9cm
Threat Range

6cm
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice

Front

d10
Side

d8
Back

d6

Armor Dice

Front

d12
Side

d10
Back

d8
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Mechanized
Major

Unit Power

168
Upgrade

20
Movement

10cm
Threat Range

9cm
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice

Front

d12
Side

d10
Back

d8

Armor Dice

Front

d12 + 1
Side

d12
Back

d10

Mechanized
Lieutenant
Colonel

Unit Power

656
Upgrade

25
Movement

11cm
Threat Range

12cm
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice
Front

d12 + 1
Side

d12
Back

d10

Armor Dice
Front

d12 + 2
Side

d12 + 1
Back

d12

Mechanized
Colonel

Unit Power

1704
Upgrade

30
Movement

12cm
Threat Range

15cm
Evasion Dice

d4
Shield Dice

Front

d12 + 2
Side

d12 + 1
Back

d12

Armor Dice

Front

d12 + 3
Side

d12 + 2
Back

d12 + 1

Mechanized
Brigadier
General

Unit Power

3616
Upgrade

35
Movement

13cm
Threat Range

15cm +1
Evasion Dice

d6
Shield Dice
Front

d12 + 3
Side

d12 + 2
Back

d12 + 1

Armor Dice
Front

d20
Side

d12 + 3
Back

d12 + 2
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Mechanized
Major
General

Unit Power

6760
Upgrade

40
Movement

14cm
Threat Range

15cm + 2
Evasion Dice

d8
Shield Dice

Front

d20
Side

d12 + 3
Back

d12 + 2

Armor Dice

Front

2d20
Side

d20
Back

d12 + 3

Mechanized
Lieutenant
General

Unit Power

11568
Upgrade

45
Movement

15cm
Threat Range

15cm + 3
Evasion Dice

d10
Shield Dice
Front

2d20
Side

d20
Back

d12 + 3

Armor Dice
Front

3d20
Side

2d20
Back

d20

Mechanized
General

Unit Power

18536
Upgrade

50
Movement

16cm
Threat Range

15cm + 4
Evasion Dice

d12
Shield Dice

Front

3d20
Side

2d20 
Back

d20

Armor Dice

Front

3d20 + 1
Side

3d20
Back

2d20

Mechanized
General of the
Army

Unit Power

28224
Upgrade

55
Movement

17cm
Threat Range

15cm + 5
Evasion Dice

2d12
Shield Dice
Front

3d20 + 1
Side

3d20
Back

2d20

Armor Dice
Front

3d20 + 2
Side

3d20 + 1
Back

3d20
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Mechanized
General of the 
Armies

Unit Power

41256
Upgrade

60
Movement

18cm
Threat Range

15cm + 6
Evasion Dice

3d12
Shield Dice

Front

3d20 + 2
Side

3d20 + 1
Back

3d20

Armor Dice

Front

3d20 + 3
Side

3d20 + 2
Back

3d20 + 1

Light Airborne

Light Airborne, like Light Infantry have a base size of 3cm by
3cm. The main difference in Light Airborne, other than their massive
evasion, is their ability to fly. Light Airborne units are considered to be
independent infantry capable of flight: like a human with a personal jet
pack, or a flying insect species. Light airborne are considered to be at
least 15 centimeters in the air. 

Because  War  of  Bros™  tries  not  to  use  the  hypotenuse  of  a
triangle for distance measurement, the rule for all airborne units is to
simply  reduce  the  range  of  an attacker's  weapon by  15  centimeters
when attacking to or from a ground to airborne target. Airborne units
can upgrade the height in which they fly, although it is expensive. An
airborne unit's weapon range is always reduced by the height they fly.
For this reason, an airborne unit's weapon range cannot be lower than
their fly height. When an airborne unit is attacking a grounded target,
they suffer  the same penalties  as the ground target would. Airborne
targets attacking each other do not have these penalties.

Airborne  units  also  bypass  all  cover  unless  specified  to  be  a
certain  height.  Airborne units  cannot  experience terrain  difficulty  as
they  do  not  touch  the  terrain,  and  thus  their  movement  cannot  be
slowed by difficult terrain. These units may overlap other units on the
field due to the unit being able to fly over them. This is easy to do with
pieces  of  paper.  However  with  3D  miniatures,  players  may  find  it
difficult  to  represent  this.  We  suggest  the  use  of  some  temporary
marker or paper unit in place of the model. Think creatively.
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Because  airborne  units  fly,  they  have  a  significant  battlefield
advantage. To counteract this, all airborne units have reduced armor
and vitality. Also, all airborne units have less upgrade points to spend
for weapons and unit  upgrades than their  non-airborne counterparts.
Because of a the Light Airborne unit's high evasion score, should be little
need to upgrade the survivability statistics of the unit. A Light Airborne
unit's upgrade points are best spend on powerful weapons. When Light
Airborne units perish, they fall from the point they perished, creating
Body Cover of a 3cm by 3cm size.

Important Note: Because airborne units are assumed to always
fly, they cannot make melee attacks. As a result of this, they have no
weapons outfitted to them by default. Paying 2 upgrade points to obtain
a  sidearm  is  ineffective  for  units  without  at  least  one  Range  Up
modification.  This  is  because  the  weapon  has  a  range  of  15cm  by
default,  the  minimum  height  in  which  they  fly.  With  High  Flier
upgrades, they will need additional Range Up modifiers to compensate.
This  range  disadvantage  also  has  the  effect  of  negating  the  Threat
Range of all airborne units. The advantage is that airborne units negate
all Attacks Of Opportunity imposed on them as a result of threats.

Light Airborne
Private

Unit Power

1
Upgrade

2
Movement

12cm
Evasion Dice

d8
Shield Dice

---
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d4

Light Airborne
Sergeant

Unit Power

3
Upgrade

4
Movement

15cm
Evasion Dice

d10
Shield Dice

---
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d6

Light Airborne
Lieutenant

Unit Power

9
Upgrade

6
Movement

18cm
Evasion Dice

d12
Shield Dice

d4
Armor Dice

----
Vitality Dice

d8
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Light Airborne
Major

Unit Power

21
Upgrade

8
Movement

21cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 1
Shield Dice

d6
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d10

Light Airborne
Lieutenant
Colonel

Unit Power

82
Upgrade

10
Movement

24cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 2
Shield Dice

d8
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d12

Light Airborne
Colonel

Unit Power

213
Upgrade

12
Movement

27cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 3
Shield Dice

d10
Armor Dice

d4
Vitality Dice

2d12

Light Airborne
Brigadier
General

Unit Power

452
Upgrade

14
Movement

30cm
Evasion Dice

d20
Shield Dice

d12
Armor Dice

d6
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Airborne
Major
General

Unit Power

845
Upgrade

16
Movement

33cm
Evasion Dice

2d20
Shield Dice

2d12
Armor Dice

d8
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Airborne
Lieutenant
General

Unit Power

1446
Upgrade

18
Movement

36cm
Evasion Dice

3d20
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

d10
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Airborne
General

Unit Power

2317
Upgrade

20
Movement

39cm
Evasion Dice

3d20 + 1
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

d12
Vitality Dice

3d12
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Light Airborne
General of the
Army

Unit Power

3528
Upgrade

22
Movement

42cm
Evasion Dice

3d20 + 2
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

2d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Light Airborne
General of the 
Armies

Unit Power

5157
Upgrade

24
Movement

45cm
Evasion Dice

3d20 + 3
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Airborne

Heavy  Airborne  are  the  4cm by  4cm models  of  the  airborne
bracket. These units have been designed to enter at a normal speed,
and therefore have heavier armor than the Light Airborne units. You will
notice  that  some of  the  stats  mimic  that  of  the  Light  Infantry.  The
Heavy Airborne compensates with a high Evasion Save for medium and
high ranked units. When Heavy Airborne perish, like the Light Airborne,
place at ground level a 4cm by 4cm Body Cover is place of the newly
deceased unit.

Heavy Airborne
Private

Unit Power

2
Upgrade

3
Movement

8cm
Evasion Dice

d4
Shield Dice

---
Armor Dice

---
Vitality Dice

d4

Heavy Airborne
Sergeant

Unit Power

5
Upgrade

6
Movement

10cm
Evasion Dice

d6
Shield Dice

---
Armor Dice

d4
Vitality Dice

d6

Heavy Airborne
Lieutenant

Unit Power

16
Upgrade

9
Movement

12cm
Evasion Dice

d8
Shield Dice

d4
Armor Dice

d6
Vitality Dice

d8
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Heavy Airborne
Major

Unit Power

37
Upgrade

12
Movement

14cm
Evasion Dice

d10
Shield Dice

d6
Armor Dice

d8
Vitality Dice

d10

Heavy Airborne
Lieutenant
Colonel

Unit Power

146
Upgrade

15
Movement

16cm
Evasion Dice

d12
Shield Dice

d6
Armor Dice

d10
Vitality Dice

d12

Heavy Airborne
Colonel

Unit Power

376
Upgrade

18
Movement

18cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 1
Shield Dice

d10
Armor Dice

d12
Vitality Dice

2d12

Heavy Airborne
Brigadier
General

Unit Power

804
Upgrade

21
Movement

20cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 2
Shield Dice

d12
Armor Dice

2d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Airborne
Major
General

Unit Power

1502
Upgrade

24
Movement

22cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 3
Shield Dice

2d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Airborne
Lieutenant
General

Unit Power

2571
Upgrade

27
Movement

24cm
Evasion Dice

d20
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Airborne
General

Unit Power

4119
Upgrade

30
Movement

26cm
Evasion Dice

2d20
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12
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Heavy Airborne
General of the
Army

Unit Power

6272
Upgrade

33
Movement

28cm
Evasion Dice

3d20
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Heavy Airborne
General of the 
Armies

Unit Power

9168
Upgrade

36
Movement

30cm
Evasion Dice

3d20 + 1
Shield Dice

3d12
Armor Dice

3d12
Vitality Dice

3d12

Mechanized Airborne

Mechanized Airborne are heavy flying units with high movement
and  better  evasion  their  ground  counterparts.  Like  the  ground
Mechanized, these units are highly armored large targets, at 6cm by 12
cm. These units don't have all of the armor and shield of the ground
Mechanized, but they have enough upgrade points to bolster anything
they  might  not  be  missing.  Because  Mechanized  units  are  not  living
breathing creatures, they do not have make a Vitality Save. Instead they
will perish if they fail penetration after the Armor Step. For attackers,
this makes the Armor Penetration modifier a very useful commodity.

Like the normal Mechanized units, when a Mechanized Airborne
perishes; the proxy is replaced with a 6cm by 12cm Vehicle Cover that
provides  medium  coverage.  Units  cannot  walk  over  vehicles,  but
Airborne units can fly over them. Don't forget, a perishing Airborne unit
will fall to the ground before being treated as cover.

Mechanized 
Airborne
Private

Unit Power

6
Upgrade

4
Movement

7cm
Evasion Dice

---
Shield Dice

Front

d4
Side

---
Back

---

Armor Dice

Front

d6
Side

d4
Back

d4
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Mechanized 
Airborne
Sergeant

Unit Power

18
Upgrade

8
Movement

10cm
Evasion Dice

d4
Shield Dice

Front

d6
Side

d4
Back

---

Armor Dice

Front

d8
Side

d6
Back

d4

Mechanized 
Airborne
Lieutenant

Unit Power

54
Upgrade

12
Movement

13cm
Evasion Dice

d6
Shield Dice
Front

d8
Side

d6
Back

d4

Armor Dice
Front

d10
Side

d8
Back

d6

Mechanized 
Airborne
Major

Unit Power

126
Upgrade

16
Movement

16cm
Evasion Dice

d8
Shield Dice

Front

d10
Side

d8
Back

d6

Armor Dice

Front

d12
Side

d10
Back

d8

Mechanized 
Airborne
Lieutenant
Colonel

Unit Power

492
Upgrade

20
Movement

19cm
Evasion Dice

d10
Shield Dice
Front

d12
Side

d10
Back

d8

Armor Dice
Front

d12 + 1
Side

d12
Back

d10
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Mechanized 
Airborne
Colonel

Unit Power

1278
Upgrade

24
Movement

22cm
Evasion Dice

d12
Shield Dice

Front

d12 + 1
Side

d12
Back

d10

Armor Dice

Front

d12 + 2
Side

d12 + 1
Back

d12

Mechanized 
Airborne
Brigadier
General

Unit Power

2712
Upgrade

28
Movement

25cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 1
Shield Dice
Front

d12 + 2
Side

d12 + 1
Back

d12

Armor Dice
Front

d12 + 3
Side

d12 + 2
Back

d12 + 1

Mechanized 
Airborne
Major
General

Unit Power

5070
Upgrade

32
Movement

28cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 2
Shield Dice

Front

d12 + 3
Side

d12 + 2
Back

d12 + 1

Armor Dice

Front

d20
Side

d12 + 3
Back

d12+2

Mechanized 
Airborne
Lieutenant
General

Unit Power

8676
Upgrade

36
Movement

31cm
Evasion Dice

d12 + 3
Shield Dice
Front

d20
Side

d12 + 3
Back

d12 + 2

Armor Dice
Front

2d20 
Side

d20
Back

d12 + 3
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Mechanized 
Airborne
General

Unit Power

13902
Upgrade

40
Movement

34cm
Evasion Dice

d20
Shield Dice

Front

2d20 
Side

d20
Back

d12 + 3

Armor Dice

Front

3d20
Side

2d20
Back

d20

Mechanized 
Airborne
General of the
Army

Unit Power

21168
Upgrade

44
Movement

37cm
Evasion Dice

2d20
Shield Dice
Front

3d20
Side

2d20
Back

d20

Armor Dice
Front

3d20 + 1
Side

3d20
Back

2d20

Mechanized 
Airborne
General of the 
Armies

Unit Power

30942
Upgrade

48
Movement

40cm
Evasion Dice

3d20
Shield Dice

Front

3d20 + 1
Side

3d20
Back

2d20

Armor Dice

Front

3d20 + 2
Side

3d20 + 1
Back

3d20

Weapon Templates

Starter  troops  have  their  own  starter  weapons.  Players  may
eventually decide that the supplied starter troops do no have enough
tactical diversity to meet their taste. War of Bros™ unit customization
mechanic  gives  players  the  ability  to  outfit  their  units  with  new
weapons  and  tactical  equipment.  This  appendix  lists  examples  of
weapons players could create. It will serve as a quick reference, as well
as giving players example weapons to use as templates. These out of the
box constructions are useable by units of any type.
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These  tables  list  the  Damage,  Range and  Accuracy for  all
weapon examples. In addition, the  Upgrade Cost for each weapon is
listed. Units are given a certain number of Upgrade Points to spend for
their unit outfit. These points may be used on  Unit Modifications and
Weapon Modifications. Weapons Modification changes the value of the
weapon in Upgrade Points. A unit cannot wield a weapon with a upgrade
cost higher than their remaining upgrade points after Unit Modification.
For example, a  Light Infantry Private, cannot wield a weapon with an
upgrade cost  higher  than 3, because they have only  have 3 upgrade
points. If that same unit has already purchased a Unit Modification like
Vitality Up worth 1 upgrade point; they would not be able to purchase a
weapon with an upgrade cost of more than 2. 

Please  realize  that  players  do  not  have  to  use  the  weapon
templates  listed in this  appendix. These are only examples  to teach
players  how to  create their  own weapon templates.  However,  these
weapons  are  very  functional  in  their  own right.  Also  note,  that  the
modifications applied to the weapons that contribute to their worth are
listed  below  each  table.  With  each  new  modification  added  to  the
weapon,  the  total  cost  of  the  weapon  increases.  Each  weapon
modification is listed in the Weapon Modifications appendix near the
end of the book.

Ranged Weapon
Damage

d4
Upgrade Cost

0
Range

30cm
Accuracy

d4

This is the Ranged Weapon template. It has no modifications it
is the default weapon a ranged unit should take. This weapon is not very
functional,  but  does  have  the  ability  to  kill  starter  units.  A melee
weapon can be replaced with the Sidearm Weapon template.

Sidearm Weapon
Damage

d6
Upgrade Cost

2
Range

15cm
Accuracy

d4
Sidearm [2]
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Melee Weapon
Damage

d4
Upgrade Cost

0
Range

3cm
Accuracy

d4

This is the Melee Weapon Template. It also has no modification,
and functions as the default weapon used for attacks for units within
3cm.

Area Weapon

Damage

d4
Upgrade Cost

0
Range

15cm
Accuracy

d4
Splash

3cm
3x Range Down [-6], Splash [6]

Here, the  Area Weapon template's Range has been reduced to
simulate the weapon's weight. It has, in turn, been given a 3 centimeter
area of effect radius. All enemies within the impact zone of an attack
made by this weapon, all within 3cm, will be subject to defending that
attack. The modifiers on this template are Splash with a upgrade cost
of 6, and  Range Down. The Range Down modifier has been applied 3
times;  the  first  application  refunded  1  upgrade  point,  the  second
refunded 2 upgrade points,  and the third refunded 3. Each time the
range was reduced by 5cm from a total of 30cm. Because it was applied
3 times, 15cm was removed from the 30cm range. Only 15cm of range
remains. This refunded a total of 6 upgrade points due to the range
disadvantage. Because the Splash modifier spent 6 upgrade points, the
total cost of the weapon became 0.

MR-52 Assault
Damage

d6
Upgrade Cost

3
Range

30cm
Accuracy

d6
Damage Up [2], Accuracy Up [1]

LR-778 Longreach
Damage

d6
Upgrade Cost

6
Range

40cm
Accuracy

d6
Damage Up [2], 2x Range Up [3], Accuracy Up [1]
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SNN-9 Paradigm
Damage

d10
Upgrade Cost

12
Range

45cm
Accuracy

d4
3x Damage Up [6], 3x Range Up [6]

FG-23 
Fragmentation 
Grenade

Damage

d6
Upgrade Cost

21
Range

15cm
Accuracy

d12
Splash

12cm
3x Range Down [-6], Damage Up [2], 4x Accuracy Up [4], Splash [6], 3x Splash Range Up [15]

UML-00 
Unassisted 
Munition 
Launcher

Damage

d12
Upgrade Cost

36
Range

30cm
Accuracy

d12
Splash

9cm
Armor Pen.

1 die
Shield Pen.

1 die

4x Damage Up [8], 4x Accuracy Up [4]. Splash [6], 2x Splash Range Up [8], Armor Penetration [5], Shield
Penetration [5]

ISLR Terror Group 
Vestment

Damage

2d12
Upgrade Cost

3
Range

0cm
Accuracy

d4
Splash

6cm
6x Range Down [-21], Damage 2nd [3], 4x Damage Up [8], 4x Accuracy Up [4], Splash [6], Splash Range Up 
[3]

Unit Modifications

Unit  Modifications  are  one  of  the  ways  a  player  may  spend
upgrade  points  to  optimize  a  unit's  outfit.  These  modifiers  can  do
several  things.  They  may  increase  the  longevity  of  a  unit  by  by
increasing its  die  size,  provide additional  score in  the roll  to better
avoid  failure,  or  gain  auto  counter-attack  capabilities  under  certain
conditions.
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Die Sizes In Ascending Order

Die Size Average Die Size Average Die Size Average

d4 2.5 d10 5.5 d12+2* 8.5

d6 3.5 d12 6.5 d12+3* 9.5

d8 4.5 d12+1* 7.5 d20* 10.5

* These die sides are only used by Mechanized and Airborne units. With
these increases  they function as  the respective  Focus type modifier.
These do not apply to the cost of the die focus. For example, someone
with a d12+2 initial die size will still only need

Modification Cost Effect

High Flyer 5S Prerequisites: Airborne Unit [All]

Increase the height at which an Airborne Unit
flies by 5 cm.

Evasion 1st 2 Gain 1 die when making an Evasion Save.

Evasion 2nd 3 Prerequisites: Evasion 1st

Gain a 2nd die when making an Evasion Save.

Evasion 3rd 5 Prerequisites: Evasion 2nd

Gain a 3rd die when making an Evasion Save.

Evasion 4th 8 Prerequisites: Airborne Unit [All], Evasion 3rd

Gain a 4th die when making an Evasion Save.

Evasion Up 2S* Prerequisites: Evasion 1st

Increase the size of the Evasion Dice.

Evasion Focus 5S+2** Prerequisites: Evasion 1st

Add 1 to any roll made as an Evasion Save.

Vitality 1st --- Gain 1 die when making an Vitality Save.

Vitality 2nd 3 Prerequisites: Vitality 1st

Gain a 2nd die when making n Vitality Save.

Vitality 3rd 5 Prerequisites: Vitality 2nd

Gain a 3rd die when making a Vitality Save.

Vitality Up 2S Prerequisites: Vitality 1st

Increase the size of the Vitality Dice.

Vitality Focus 5S+2 Prerequisites: Vitality 1st

Add 1 to any roll made as a Vitality Save.

Armor 1st 2 Gain 1 die when making an Armor Save.
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Armor 2nd 3 Prerequisites: Armor 1st

Gain a 2nd die when making an Armor Save.

Armor 3rd 5 Prerequisites: Armor 2nd

Gain a 3rd die when making an Armor Save.

Armor 4th 8 Prerequisites: Mechanized Unit [All], Armor 3rd

Gain a 4th die when making an Armor Save.

Armor Up 2S Prerequisites: Armor 1st

Increase the size of the Armor Dice.

Armor Focus 5S+2 Prerequisites: Armor 1st

Add 1 to any roll made as an Armor Save.

Shield 1st 3 Gain 1 die when making a Shield Save.

Shield 2nd 5 Prerequisites: Shield 1st

Gain a 2nd die when making a Shield Save.

Shield 3rd 8 Prerequisites: Shield 2nd

Gain a 3rd die when making a Shield Save.

Shield 4th 13 Prerequisites: Mechanized Unit [All], Shield 3rd

Gain a 4th die when making a Shield Save.

Shield Up 3S Prerequisites: Evasion 1st

Increase the size of the Shield Dice.

Shield Focus 8S+3 Prerequisites: Evasion 1st

Add 1 to any roll made as a Shield Save.

Movement Up 1S+1 Increase movement by 3cm per round.

Threat Up 2S+1* Increase threat range by 3cm. 

Threat Focus 5S+2 Prerequisites: Threat Range Greater Than 0

Add 1 to any damage roll made as an Attack
Of Opportunity.

Reactive Armor 5 Prerequisites: Armor 1st

When an enemy projectile makes an  Armor
Penetration failure  against  this  unit:
counter-attack  the  attacker  with  a  d4
damage projectile with an accuracy of d4.

Reactive Up 3S+2 Prerequisites: Reactive Armor

Increase the size of the Damage Dice when
using a counter-attack initiated by Reactive 
Armor.
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Reactive Shield 5 Prerequisites: Shield 1st

Negate  all  Vital  Attacks and  Attacks  Of
Opportunity targeting  this  unit  from  any
source.

*  Some modifications  have a cost  with  an  S next  to  the value.  This
means that these modifications are  Stackable, and  can be purchased
multiple times. However, their costs are additive. A cost of 2, 3, and 4;
like purchasing Threat Up 3 times. will cost a total of 9 upgrade points.

**  Other  modifications  will  have  an  compound  cost.  Each  time  a
stackable  modifier  with  an  compound  cost  is  applied,  it  will  get
subsequently  more  expensive.  For  example,  the  Evasion  Focus
modification  will  add  2  upgrade  cost  each  time  it  is  purchased.  5
upgrade points  will  be  spent  for  the first  application,  and 7  on the
second: then 9, 11, 13... where 2 is added to the cost. Hence the [+2] in
the [5S + 2] upgrade cost. If  this  were purchased 5 times, the total
would be an astounding 45 upgrade points: 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 = 45.

Weapon Modifications

Like unit modifications, Weapon Mods can be used an applied in
diverse  ways.  Some  are  inherent  of  the  properties  of  the  weapon
template,  while  others  are  unique  in  their  own  right.  These
modifications can provide range bonuses, nullify the effect of armor and
even penetrate multiple enemies. Our hope is that players are able to
simulate any kind of weapon imaginable with the modification system.
New things are always being added. So it is always a good idea to look
for freshly published material.

Modification Cost Effect

Damage 1st --- Gain 1 die when making a Damage Roll.

Damage 2nd 3 Gain a 2nd die when making a Damage Roll.

Damage 3rd 5 Prerequisites: Damage 2nd

Gain a 3rd die when making a Damage Roll.
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Damage 4th 8 Prerequisites: Mechanized Unit [All], Damage 3rd

Gain a 4th die when making a Damage Roll.

Damage 5th 13 Prerequisites: Mechanized Unit [All], Damage 4th

Gain a 4th die when making a Damage Roll.

Damage Up 2S Increase the size of the Damage Dice.

Damage Focus 3S+2 Add 1 to any roll made as a Damage Roll.

Accuracy Up 1S Increase the size of the Accuracy Dice.

Accuracy Focus 2S+1 Add 1 to any roll made as an Evasion Save.

Range Up 1S+1 Increase the range of the weapon by 5cm.

Range Up -1S-1 Decrease the range of the weapon by 5cm.
This rage cannot be less than 0cm.

Splash 6 This weapon deals damage to all units within
3cm of the impact zone.

Splash Range Up 3S+2 Increase  the  splash  damage  radius  by  3cm
per round.

Piercing 5 If  a  projectile  fired  from this  weapon  hits
and  kills  its  a  target.  It  must  continue
through its line of fire regardless of range.

Armor
Penetration

5 Decrease the size  of  the Armor Dice of  an
opponent's  unit  making  an  Armor  Save  to
resist Armor Penetration.

Armor Pen. Up 2S+1 Prerequisites: Armor Penetration

Decrease the size  of  the Armor Dice of  an
opponent resisting Armor Penetration by an
additional 1.

Armor 
Pen. Focus

3S+2 Prerequisites: Armor Penetration

Reduce any save to resist Armor Penetration
by 1.

Shield
Penetration

5 Decrease the size of  the Shield Dice of  an
opponent's  unit  making  an  Shield  Save  to
resist Shield Penetration.
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Shield Pen. Up 2S+1 Prerequisites: Shield Penetration

Decrease the size of  the Shield Dice of  an
opponent resisting Shield Penetration by an
additional 1.

Shield 
Pen. Focus

3S+2 Prerequisites: Shield Penetration

Reduce any save to resist Shield Penetration
by 1.

Rail Driven 13 PROHIBITTED!: Splash

Ignore all checks for  Range or  Cover. Divide
the result of all Damage Rolls by 2. A weapon
with this  modification can bypass  all  cover
including  Total Cover as long as a target is
within Line of Sight.

Guided 8 Prerequisites: Splash

Line of Sight checks made with this weapon
may be up to 3cm away. This munition can
bypass Light cover.

Incendiary 8 Prerequisites: Splash

A unit hit my this munition will have to roll
against a Damage Roll equal to 4 every round
for 3 rounds.
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